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The routines of information work are commonplace yet difficult to characterize. Although cognitive models have successfully characterized routine
tasks within which there is little variation, a large body of ethnomethodological research has identified the inherent nonroutineness of routines in
information work. We argue that work does not fall into discrete classes of
routine versus nonroutine; rather, task performance lies on a continuum
of routineness, and routineness metrics are important to the understanding of
workplace multitasking.
In a study of 10 information workers shadowed for 3 whole working
days each, we utilize the construct of working sphere to model projects/
tasks as a network of humans and artifacts. Employing a statistical technique called T-pattern analysis, we derive measures of routineness from
these real-world data. In terms of routineness, we show that information
workers experience archetypes of working spheres. The results indicate
that T-patterns of interactions with information and computational media
are important indicators of facets of routineness and that these measures are correlated with workers’ affective states. Our results are some of
the first to demonstrate how regular temporal patterns of media interaction
in tasks are related to stress. These results suggest that designs of systems
to facilitate so-called routine work should consider the degrees to which
a person’s working spheres fall along varying facets of routineness.
Norman Makoto Su is a researcher with an interest in human–computer interaction, computersupported cooperative work, ubiquitous computing, and science & technology studies; he is currently
a postdoctoral research fellow in the School of Information and Library Studies at University College
Dublin. Oliver Brdiczka is a senior research scientist and manager of the Contextual Intelligence
research group at Palo Alto Research Center focusing on constructing human behavior and personality
models from various data sources. During the work reported here, Bo Begole was a principal scientist
at the Palo Alto Research Center where he directed the Ubiquitous Computing research group focusing
on behavior modeling, decision support and distributed collaboration; he is now at Samsung Electronic’s
User Experience Center America, in San Jose, CA.
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Chopin never played his own pieces the same way twice. — Vladimir Horowitz (Holland, 1989)

1. MOTIVATION
On first glance, the notes on a sheet of piano music resemble punch cards.
Immutable notes prescribe which keys the pianist plays, metronome marks dictate
the tempo of the piece, and dynamic markings state when to play piano or forte.
Such notation can be performed automatically by player pianos. Yet, listen to the
great virtuoso, Vladimir Horowitz, play the same Chopin polonaise live, or even on
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different recordings, and it becomes evident that a different though recognizably same
piece is being played. How the music notation, or the ‘‘source code,’’ is executed—
interpreted—differs with every performance.
Unlike the subroutines of a computer program, the routines of everyday life are
in fact irregular. Intuitively, routines seem to be second nature to the point of not
requiring conscious attention, allowing some level of parallelism in accomplishing
one’s goals. For example, when (a) driving a familiar route while (b) listening to
music and (c) weighing different business strategies, the first two tasks may require
little conscious attention. Performed repetitively, with little variation, such activities
seem to fit nicely into the computer’s template of rational, plan-oriented processing.
A promising area of research has been the design of systems that model human
patterns of routine work and assist/automate people’s information-oriented tasks.
Such systems have shown some potential in constrained situations, but few if any
have become adopted widely. In part, this is because the execution in human routines
is not as systematic as that handled by computing systems. Daily activities may follow
a general pattern but the implementation of that pattern varies, at least slightly, from
day to day.
As we later cover in more detail, a considerable body of research in the fields
of computer supported cooperative work (CSCW) and human–computer interaction
(HCI) have explored ways to codify the elements of human routines. Such encodings have proven useful for fairly regimented human tasks but fail to adequately
account for the often subtle and sometimes stark variation in human routines of
activity. Past research has often begun with the premise that certain tasks, events,
or jobs are ‘‘routine’’ and then proceed to dissect the veracity of that assumption.
Ethnomethodological research has shown that in many cases routines are in fact
not entirely routine. That is, upon closer scrutiny, routines are filled with exception
handling, and this exception handling itself is often complex, nuanced, and ephemeral.
If we accept that human routines simply cannot be characterized with the same
precision as that of a player piano (Vonnegut, 1999), what then is at the heart of human
perception of the ‘‘routineness’’ of some tasks? Accepting that exceptions to routine
are the norm, the research reported here has aimed to find the kernel of truth to the
perception of human routine. We start from the position that it is useful to examine
tasks from a less discrete scale of routine versus not-routine. Namely, we propose
the utilization of a statistical technique called T-pattern analysis (Magnusson, 2000).
Coupled with the concept of working spheres (González & Mark, 2004) to encapsulate
tasks/projects, T-pattern analysis allows us to derive and characterize the routine-ness
of work from a temporal viewpoint.
We argue that a routineness metric is a useful method of analysis in unpacking
multitasking in the workplace. From Mintzberg’s (1973) early study on managers to
more recent work on information workers (Czerwinski, Horvitz, & Wilhite, 2004;
González & Mark, 2004), multitasking has been shown to consist of frenetic and
constant switching between media (2 min) as well as working spheres (12 min).
To understand the costs of managing multiple tasks simultaneously, we need to
understand not only the number and duration of the tasks that workers undertake
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in parallel but also a characterization of the complexity or effort of each task. The
‘‘routineness’’ of a task is one aspect of this complexity, and we show that there
are correlations between various measures of routineness and standard metrics for
perceived workload.
One may ask whether there is value in a metric of routineness. We demonstrate
at least one application by showing how the characterization of routineness allows
one to determine what the psychological implications are for workers when routine
projects suddenly become rife with anomalies. In our review work, we found almost no
research explicating the link between temporal rhythms of work and mental state. This
article examines the relationship in the routineness of working spheres experienced
in the day and the resultant psychological profiles of information workers.
To understand routineness, we intensely shadowed and videotaped 10 employees
in situ, each for 3 whole workdays. All of their activities were recorded to the second.
We made use of both qualitative and quantitative techniques. In particular, we believe
that the pairing of an ethnographic perspective with detailed, novel quantitative
analyses represents an important step forward for methods in HCI. This article
demonstrates how mixed-method approaches have allowed us to tackle emerging
problems of situated work that have been that previously have been unobservable
using solely qualitative or quantitative research methods.
The combination of videotaped/shadowed observations with correlations of the
routineness of working spheres to the behavioral level is important. Given the dearth
of past work on the psychological association of temporal patterns in the workplace,
our ethnographic investigation allowed us to suggest hypotheses from the data regarding routineness. Moreover, the video record allowed us to verify that the temporal
patterns we detected via T-patterns translated to real, tangible routine behaviors in
people’s media usage.
We have four goals in this article:
1. Review how literature has framed workplace activities in terms of ‘‘routines,’’
2. Introduce T-patterns as a useful statistical tool for characterizing routine tasks
as temporal patterns of media interaction (with human and nonhuman artifacts)
in observational data,
3. Cluster what kinds of different working spheres occur in terms of routineness,
and
4. Uncover the psychological implications of routineness in working spheres on
information workers.
We believe a grasp on routineness can help parse out what is predictable,
sequential, and planned, and what people do when their days are truly routine. We
emphasize this last point, because it seems that research has often tried (for good
reasons) to find the strange and wondrous in routines but has often ignored the utility
of finding out what happens when the expected happens, and how that affects and
shapes the information worker’s day. Indeed, if interfaces are to be designed to assist
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people in their routines, events, people, or tasks that are highly routine may be the
best choices for intelligent, automated facilitation.
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2. LITERATURE ON ROUTINES
A review of the literature on routines poses a challenge in that there is no
standard definition of what routines are. Our review focuses on literature that explicitly
mention the notion of ‘‘routines.’’ We believe five areas of research on routines
merits investigation: (a) the ethnomethodological tradition stemming from Garfinkel,
(b) early HCI work based on cognitive modeling (GOMS), (c) CSCW literature on the
subtleties of collaborative work, (d) reflective works in ubiquitous computing focusing
on the tractability of attaining an environment permeated with invisible computers,
and (e) later work on the temporal dimension of routines.

2.1. Ethnomethodology: Elevating Routines
The notion of routines in human performance predates widespread adoption of
computing technologies. Early research in social science has identified patterns of human behavior that outwardly make everyday activities seem effortlessly efficient.
Harold Garfinkel’s (1964) essay ‘‘Studies of the Routine Grounds of Everyday Activities’’ outlines why routines deserve to be looked into. In a series of breaching experiments, Garfinkel (in)famously asked his students to act as a ‘‘stranger to the ‘life as
usual’ character of everyday scenes’’ (p. 226). For example, when students briefly acted
as if they were guests at their own homes, family members acted with ‘‘astonishment,
bewilderment, shock, anxiety, embarrassment, and anger’’ (p. 232). Garfinkel argued
that these in situ experiments reveal that routine activities are the very activities by
which ‘‘persons discover, create, and sustain this standardization’’ (p. 244). By acting
out of character, the students were able to make the accomplishment of routines
a topic of sociological study (what Garfinkel, 1964, called treating the rationality of
routines as ‘‘anthropologically strange’’; p. 9). He admonished the prevailing viewpoint
that a person is a ‘‘cultural dope.’’ A cultural dope posits that people unwaveringly and
blindingly follow predetermined, agreed rules without taking the current context into
account (Garfinkel, 1967, p. 245). By pointing to the most base of activities, routines,
Garfinkel showed the cultural dope assumption to be an oversimplification of how
people accomplish work. If we were to examine critically each repeated instance
of a routine as ‘‘another first time’’ (p. 9), we can see the work that goes to make
routines routine (Sacks, 1984, described the remarkable lengths with which we go
to to initially ascribe even the most calamitous situations, e.g., airplane hijackings, as
‘‘being ordinary.’’).
Schegloff (1986), in ‘‘The Routine as Achievement,’’ expanded on Garfinkel’s
theories by analyzing what ‘‘may initially appear unworthy of sustained scrutiny’’
(p. 112), the openings of telephone conversations. Schegloff indeed acknowledged
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that, upon first glance, many conversations display a remarkable sense of similarity and
almost seem automated. For example, openings often contain the exact phrase ‘‘Hello’’
and ‘‘How are you?’’ However, Schegloff (1986) argued that routines themselves are
an achievement ‘‘out of structured sets of alternative courses or directions which the
talk and the interaction can take’’ (p. 114). For instance, phone openings can become
more efficient through varying degrees of preemption by the receiver or caller. The
normative case might be an exchange of serial howareyous between the caller and
receiver, but the caller may compress the call by not returning a howareyou and instead
jump straight to introducing the topic of the call. In a more extreme example, the caller
may utilize a noncanonical opening such as ‘‘Are you awake?’’ not as a preapology but
to demonstrate that the caller must have something urgent to speak about because
he or she was willing to take the risk of rudely calling someone early in the day.
Schegloff did not discount routines; indeed, he noted that there are many patterns of
conversations that are nearly identical (one must be careful, however, to not interpret
ethnomethodology as asserting that people converse mechanically by strict rule sets;
Have, 1999). Yet these routines are often utilized ‘‘in the moment’’ and display the
skillful selection from a repertoire of possible talking styles. Such subtle variations in
telephone openers illustrate how people utilize a wide range of (similar) strategies to
make something come off as effortless, routine.
Applied Ethnomethodology: Workplace Studies
In parallel to Garfinkel’s opposition to the cultural dope, ethnomethodologists
studying technology sought to bring about an alternative to the prevalent cognitive modeling, artificial intelligence (AI) model of human behavior (reviewed in
Section 2.2). Although not dismissing the goals-oriented aspect of activities, ethnomethodologists rallied against the dominant AI paradigm that people solve and
execute their plans methodically and sequentially. Dourish (2001) explained that ‘‘the
planning model sees features of the world (and of our interaction with it) as stable,
objective phenomena; this enables the relatively unproblematic execution of a plan
formed around these objective phenomena’’ (p. 72).
In her magnum opus, Plans and Situated Actions, Suchman (1987) described the
problem of miscommunication between the copy machine and human. The copy
machine has been designed to proceed in a stepwise manner, according to its plan. At
each step, user input is interpreted by the copy machine. Hence, the interplay between
human and machine depends on a harmonious choreography such that the goal can
be successfully reached. Suchman found, however, that users often misinterpreted the
copier’s ‘‘reactions’’ to their input (called the false alarm); in other words, users failed to
follow and comprehend the machine’s set plan (called the garden path). When people
normally communicate with each other, they operate in ‘‘terms of situated action,
locally improvised guesses at what might have to be done next and what the machine
displays and activities could ‘mean’ ’’ (Have, 1999, p. 193); in contrast, designers
follow the AI paradigm, drawing from an inherently paltry communicative repertoire,
leading to miscommunication. This ‘‘asymmetry’’ in communication capabilities is
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described by Suchman as the problem of human–machine interaction. A number
of later workplace studies have taken an ethnomethodological approach in parsing
out the problems of seemingly ‘‘routine’’ human–machine interaction (Heath & Luff,
1992; Whalen, 1995).
Whalen, Whalen, and Henderson (2002) specifically asked what it means for
computer work to be seen as ‘‘routine.’’ Their ethnography focuses on the routine
telephone conversations with customers of sales representatives in a call center.
Whalen et al. explained that despite the popular notion of call center work as
the epitome of routine (‘‘a new type of sweatshop’’), their work might be more
accurately called ‘‘improvisational choreography.’’ It is important to note that the
sales representative is tasked with providing a ‘‘hearably competent’’ call, one that is
quick and efficient, to their customers and managers. Thus the call center provides a
particularly useful demonstration of ethnomethodology’s principles, in that some of
the work to do the work is hidden via physical constraints from those who receive
its benefits. Mastery of improvisational choreography incorporates the ability to
spatially organize artifacts to expedite phone calls, compensate for the sales ‘‘software’s
insensitivity to the social organization’’ of phone conversations, plan for the avoidance
of awkward silences, and adroitly multitask activities and tools.
Although Whalen et al. (2002) qualified their statements by noting that, indeed,
some tasks become so constrained to leave little room for improvisation, one can
never completely dismiss the context in which the technology with which we do work
with is situated:
We recognize that for at least some teleservice settings, the work may include
significant assembly-line features : : : where the management objective in every
respect is thus to enforce : : : a ‘‘workmanship of certainty’’. Still to make the key
point once again, even though these technologies may be designed to increase
certainty, they have to be used during singular encounters that are locally organized
and thus necessarily contingent. (p. 257)

Recognizing the veracity of Schegloff’s notion of routines in conversation,
Whalen et al. (2002) also highlighted the impracticality of codifying all attributes
of routine. The characteristics of improvisational choreography imply a need to
reexamine what we mean by routineness:
The conventional (and recognizably vernacular) division in our discipline between ‘‘routine’’ work and other, presumably more demanding and cognitively
challenging kinds of work needs to be respecified: : : : We recognize then, that
‘‘routineness’’ can be (and often is) a perceptible feature of work activity, but
propose that his phenomenon should be further respecified to take account of
its contingently produced nature; that is, how it could come to be perceptible, and
a ‘‘social fact,’’ in the first place. (p. 255)

The findings of Whalen et al. begin to push beyond the prior notion that a
‘‘routine’’ must be a prescriptively described sequence of actions but that even an
unpredictably improvised set of actions may have an aspect of ‘‘routineness’’ to them.
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Applied Ethnomethodology: Ubiquitous Computing
We have just discussed studies emphasizing the primacy of routines in the workplace. One rhetorical strain in the ubiquitous computing corpus underlines the challenge
of pervasive technologies by contrasting the hidden, but important, work that goes
into achieving everyday routines with the inherent limitations of the machines that
are tasked to unobtrusively assist in those very routines.
Tolmie, Pycock, Diggins, MacLean, and Karsenty (2002) noted that ‘‘a focus
upon supporting work with resources rather than automating representations of routines has now become a distinctive characteristic of CSCW in recognition of ‘routineness’ as an accomplishment produced through practised exercise of complex skills’’
(p. 400). The authors studied scenes of domestic life, videotaping five households
over a course of 1 year. They argued that routines are a central part of domestic life:
Routines mean that people can get out the door, feed themselves, put the children
to bed, and so on, without having to eternally take pause and invent sequences
of action anew or open up their every facet for inspection or challenge or to
constantly have to account for what they are doing with explanations or rationales.
(p. 400)

In one example, two mothers who live next door to each other are about to
go out to pick up their children, a routine task. As one mother prepares to go
out, she hears a knock on the door. Her response is not, ‘‘Hold on a minute.’’ Rather,
she simply opens the door ajar without any visible or auditory reaction and resumes
her preparations. The door is a message to indicate both an imminent departure and
current involvement in preparations. Of importance, Tolmie et al. (2002) described
each of these activities as ‘‘just enough’’ to convey a message: ‘‘the routine has become
honed and well understood mutual accountabilities’’ (p. 401). Indeed, to the outsider,
the visible actions of people do not give any outward markers that a routine is
happening—to do so would label the routine as significant and special.
In a subsequent example, Tolmie et al. (2002) observed someone trying to reach
an associate by phone. The associate is not there but notes that it is close to 10
o’clock. So he decides to visit the coffee shop, knowing that his associate is usually
there at that time. This example illustrates that people can be cognizant of others’
routines, but, crucially, the explicit knowledge and description of routine is an occasioned
activity. The aspects of the routine that are significant to the describer are intimately
tied with the occasion at-hand. In conclusion, Tolmie et al. suggested we move
away from the perceptual (visual) notion of invisible computers and instead toward
the notion that computers might become invisible in use, embedded into routines.
Moreover, the very requirement that one explicate his or her routines to a system
may destroy the mundane nature of routines. There must be a ‘‘clear conceptual
understanding of the difference between being involved in giving a description or
account of a routine and being involved in doing the routine’’ (p. 406)
Salvador and Anderson (2003) examined how ubiquitous computing might
support an Alzheimer patient’s daily routines. They shadowed ‘‘Bob’’ over 2 days from
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breakfast until dinner, taking photos and videos. The paper scrutinized a single activity:
responding to a greeting card. Each step of this routine was critically interrogated by
asking how a context-aware system might have assisted Bob. For example, Bob has a
to-do list that tells him he needs to respond to the card from Marsha. When he looks
at the list, he decides to call the sender, but he first wants to have another look at the
card. Salvador and Anderson noted the fluidity involved in switching contexts:
A proactive system could provide Marsha’s phone number. That much is obvious.
However, Bob doesn’t want to call her just yet. He doesn’t remember the letter,
and to make the call means responding to the letter, which he evidently wanted to
read again: : : : Even if the system had indeed inferred correctly that Bob wanted
to call Marsha, how could it have known that Bob also wanted to read the card?
(p. 249)

The crux of the matter is that if we are to create systems that utilize ‘‘context’’
to assist routine tasks (responding to a letter), then they must deal with the fact that
at different, fragmented times, the same contextual event may mean different things.
We can say something is routine in that you have done it many times before, but that
does not mean that that thing has to be done again, every time, and that it has to be
done in a particular time, in a particular set of circumstances, and in a particular way.
We have just summarized how routines are seen from an ethnomethological
viewpoint. In the next section, we move to discuss an influential, yet very different
take on routines.

2.2. Cognitive Modeling With GOMS
No review of characterizing routines would be complete without mention of the
task modeling framework called GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection
rules; Card, Moran, & Newell, 1980). GOMS stems from cognitive modeling, a theory
based on psychological principles and empirical studies of how people perform
tasks and solve problems. This theory is centered about the notion of the human
processor model. Analogous to a computer, the human can be thought to contain
both long-term and working, or short-term, memory. Carrying the analogy further, the
human ‘‘computer’’ has three processors: perceptual, cognitive, and motor. Explicit
in this model is a fixed, sequential order among these components for handling
external inputs (the external world). For example, in the case of a customer service
representative, the operator receives auditory input from the telephone, and this audio
is handled by the perceptual processor, sent to working memory, then transferred
from working memory to be processed by the cognitive processor, and sent finally
to the motor processor, which directs the worker to start typing, and the loop begins
anew. Thus, GOMS decomposes routine cognitive skills into cognitive operations
and motor actions.
Part of GOMS’s utility lies in the particular preciseness with which it will predict
the time it will take a user to perform tasks. Thus, one can play with the model,
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removing, adding operators or methods to find an optimal way of carrying out routine
tasks. The poster child of GOMS’s success is the Ernestine project (Gray, John,
& Atwood, 1993). The NYNEX telephone company was slated to purchase new
workstations to improve the efficacy of single toll & assistance operators (TAOs).
Analysis via GOMS revealed that the new workstations would actually be slower and
cost an additional $2 million per year to operate. GOMS showed remarkably fidelity
in its results. Examination of 78,240 real calls with the new workstations showed
them to be 4% slower, and GOMS amazingly predicted it to be 3% slower.
A GOMS model of a routine is developed by an expert of cognitive theories of
the mind as well as controlled observations of users conducting a single, specific task
(e.g., editing a text; Card et al., 1980). It is well suited for tasks traditionally classified
as routine: ‘‘The TAO’s task is so constrained that there are virtually no situations in
which alternative methods arise, so selection rules do not play a role in these analyses’’
(Gray et al., 1993, p. 246).
In contrast, the work described in this article focuses on the routineness of the
everyday, multiple tasks that information workers regularly perform in their natural
environments. Our research is based on analysis of direct observations (shadowing)
of organizational work over a longitudinal period engaging in multiple, simultaneously
interleaved routines that are only loosely specified, if at all.

2.3. The Temporal Dimensions of Routines
In this final review on routines, we look at two later developments in the analysis
of routines. Both emphasize the temporal or sequential aspect of routines.
Rhythms of Routines
One side of routines, its temporal regularity (its rhythm), and how awareness of
rhythms can facilitate work has been scrutinized in HCI and CSCW research. Research
(Begole & Tang, 2007; Begole, Tang, Smith, & Yankelovich, 2002) has capitalized on
the observation that work patterns arise across time, location, and day of week. By
examining past, recurring work rhythms, one can predict future presence based on
current events. One can guess, for example, the amount of time needed for a certain
individual to prepare and leave for an appointment, arrange meetings, commute to
work, return from lunch, and other patterns not captured in an individual’s online
schedule. Eagle and Pentland (2006) used the entropy (amount of randomness) of
a person’s location and Bluetooth activity as a way to measure the variability and
predictability of routines; although this approach examines larger scaled patterns
(being at work vs. at home), it does not focus on the activities within the workplace.
This work and one by Horvitz, Koch, Kadie, and Jacobs (2002) are able to predict
presence of ‘‘reachability’’ for electronic communication, not the full range of activity
types. Tyler and Tang (2003) found that coworkers perceive a sense of timing in the
responses they receive to e-mail from specific individuals. In addition, some people
consciously manage a ‘‘responsiveness image’’ through the timing of actions they take
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so that they may be perceived as quick, casual, excited, and so on, or so that they may
influence the timing of other people (either to increase others’ speed of response or
to deter too frequent message exchanges). Reddy and Dourish (2002) conducted an
ethnography at a hospital to examine how people use work rhythms to accomplish
information seeking. For example, rhythms can provide valuable information between
nurses and doctors. The regular rotation of doctors at intervals allows nurses to simply
wait, rather than waste resources and time when he or she needs to seek a physician.
Reddy and Dourish drew from seminal work by Zerubavel (1985) in the perception
of rhythms in routines of work. Zerubavel observed that hospital workers maintained
an accurate sense of time through their awareness of surrounding happenings.
Routines in the Organization
Routines as a unit of analysis have been examined from an organizational
perspective (Ancona, Goodman, Lawrence, & Tushman, 2001). This research is
perhaps most sympathetic to our own viewpoint. Early work (B. T. Pentland &
Rueter, 1994) has identified analogies between behavioral and grammatical entities,
defining a routine as a grammar of action. Feldman and Pentland (2003) build upon
the ‘‘standard’’ definition of routines: ‘‘repetition, a recognizable pattern of action,
multiple participants, and interdependent actions’’ (p. 103). Routines are repeated
over time, seem to be a collection of activities one can categorize, involve (sometimes
subtly) multiple people, and are situated in the context created by other people.
However, they argued that routines have both ostensive and performative aspects. The
ostensive aspect are the abstract patterns people use to account for activities as
belonging to a particular routine, whereas the performative is the actual situated action
taken when accomplishing a routine. This is a continually generative system: The
performance of a routine has the potential to maintain, create, or change the ostensive
aspects of a routine. The authors noted that the performative is often ignored:
By directing attention to the peformative, improvisational aspect of routines, our
theory emphasizes the contingent and potentially contested nature of routines
as a source of their variability: : : : The emphasis on the ostensive aspects of
organizational routines has led to too much emphasis on the stability of routines
and the insufficient ability to understand their potential for change. (p. 115)

Indeed, the authors noted (invoking Wittgenstein) the philosophical dilemma in
trying to fully specify a routine ostensively:
No amount of rules is sufficient to specify a pattern of behavior fully, because the
interpretation of any rule, or any part of a rule, requires more rules. At some point,
one must simply know how to go on. In this sense, the significance of a rule, or
of the ostensive aspect of a routine, becomes apparent only in its performance.
(p. 101)

Similar to the aforementioned arguments (Schegloff, 1986; Whalen et al., 2002),
Feldman and Pentland (2003) emphasized the importance of agency: the fact that
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routines are done by human actors, with all their associated baggage: their environment, relations, artifacts, and collective social behavior. This is in contrast to
previous notions of routines in the organizational literature that emphasize the need
for processes to be standardized and all variability to be eliminated (cf. Yates &
Orlikowski, 1992, on Taylorism).
Although the performative facet of routines deserve more attention, Feldman
and Pentland (2003) analyses lay stress on the duality of routines. On one hand, routines
can never be performed exactly the same each time. On the other hand, routines can
be unproblematically labeled as such. Drawing from structuration theory (Giddens,
1979), Feldman and Pentland (2003) unpack the relationship between the ostensive
and performative facets of routines. In one ‘‘direction’’ (from the ostensive to the performative), the ostensive can allow us to explain and justify our actions by associating
it with a routine. Stating that an activity you’re doing is part of X routine can quickly
quell any raised eyebrows over the activity by a supervisor. In the other direction
(from the performative to the ostensive), one may discover a more efficient way of
doing a part of the routine when doing the routine; this may later become a codified
part of the routine (or perhaps the ‘‘standard operating procedure’’), hence modifying
the ostensive aspect of the routine. As a whole, the work by Feldman and Pentland
(2003, 2008; Pentland & Feldman, 2005) has many parallels to the ethnomethological
viewpoint of routines, but with a structuration bent on the relationship between how
people talk about routines and then actually do them.
To the best of our knowledge, there is little work on explicitly describing or
measuring ‘‘routineness,’’ the extent to which the performances differ from the
ostensive or standard operating procedure. Organizational research has touched upon
a related concept, job and task variability (Withey, Daft, & Cooper, 1983). Task variety
measures the number of unusual (unfamiliar) cases encountered in the work. Job
variety measures the number of different classes of tasks required to accomplish the
work. Both measures depend on survey instruments. Pentland (2003) argued that such
measures ignore the sequential nature of work. He proposed two different measures
of the sequential variety of work. Using the diary method, he analyzed work sequences of
different departments in a bank’s customer support line and found that departments
that had higher task/job variety also had lower sequential variety (and vice versa).
Pentland concluded that ‘‘traditional measures of task variety and job variety have
more to do with the content of the work than with the process of the work’’ (p. 537).
However, he noted that with his data set (in which 99% of all customer calls were
completed satisfactorily), it is impossible to tell whether process variety is good or bad,
and more important ‘‘how to design systems that foster ‘good’ variety (that results
in increased customer satisfaction, for example) and limit ‘bad’ variety (that results in
substandard performance).’’

2.4. Summary
Applied ethnomethodology in organizational science has demonstrated the
subtle, socially context-dependent strategies utilized by information workers to
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accomplish routine work with technological artifacts. Likewise, in ubiquitous computing, the same characteristics arise in the routine activities people accomplish in
their everyday lives. At the same time, however, HCI and CSCW research have shown
that there are tangible benefits to explicitly modeling tasks that are deemed routine
on a temporal basis. The organizational literature importantly brings up the point
that these two extremes exist but ignores the fact that (we believe) people often seek
to perform routines to their ideal. To what extent do people succeed to performing
the ‘‘perfect’’ (unproblematic) routine? Moreover, the little analyses out there that
have examined the temporal aspects of routines have unfortunately not addressed the
psychological impacts of routines. What kinds of variability in routines are ‘‘good?’’
Which ones foster productivity?
In this article, our notion of ‘‘routineness’’ heavily draws from Feldman and
Pentland (see Section 2.3). We seek to define routineness as a gradation from the ideal,
unproblematic sequence of events (the ostensive) to the more potentially unstable,
improvisatory nature of routines (the performative). More concretely, in Section 4,
we operationalize routineness by combining a qualitative technique (working spheres)
to label activities as belonging to a recognizable pattern (the ostensive) while utilizing
a quantitative technique (T-patterns) to allow for the unstable nature of such a
labeled routine (the performative). This approach describes routineness in terms of
the rhythms of media interaction (both digital and not), which we deftly utilize in our
everyday work.

3. METHODOLOGY AND FIELD SITE
Data were collected in situ over a 3-month period at a for-profit corporation,
Birdland (all names and places are pseudonyms), specializing in research with more
than 200 employees. We shadowed 10 employees for 3 days each (with one exception,
who was shadowed only 2 days). The observer would meet the informant upon
their arrival to work and follow the informant as closely as possible until the end of
business. Using a digital pen, the Livescribe (http://www.livescribe.com) Anoto Pen,
the researcher would record, to the second, activities’ start/end times, artifacts used,
interactions, goals, and relevant quotes. A notable feature of the Livescribe pen is
that it can record audio while one is writing notes. One can then reference the audio
that was heard when a particular stroke was written. The combination of audio with
the time-stamped data from the digital strokes allowed us to take more accurate—
content-wise (e.g., working sphere) and time-wise—notes during shadowing than
with a traditional pen-and-paper setup. When transcribed to a spreadsheet, each row
represents the time spent on a single artifact or communicative channel doing an
activity, also called the (media interaction). The medium categories are listed in detail
in Figure 1.
Shadowing has been shown to be an effective technique for gathering data rich
for qualitative and quantitative analysis (Mark, Gonzalez, & Harris, 2005; Perlow,
1999; Su & Mark, 2008).
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FIGURE 1. Media interaction taxonomy used in our data set.
Media Interaction

Abbreviation

Face-to-face

F2F

Meeting

Meeting

E-mail
Phone
Internet browser
Operating system
and utilities

E-mail
Phone
Browser
OS

PowerPoint
Spreadsheet or database
Word processing

PP
SS
WP

Calendar

Calendar

Stationery
Misc. applications

Stationery
App

Hardware
Self

Hardware
Self

Example
Ad hoc (unplanned) conversation
with coworker.
Attending a planned in-person or
teleconference meeting.
Writing an e-mail to the boss.
Calling a customer.
Using a travel reimbursement website.
Browsing or launching applications through
Terminal, Explorer, or the Start Menu.
Running low-level system applications
(e.g., System Administrator, Defragmenter, etc.).
Creating slides for a meeting.
Entering data into Excel or Access.
Editing a document in Microsoft Word
or Notepad.
Adding a meeting entry to a PalmPilot calendar
or Outlook’s calendar functionality.
Writing on paper forms or Post-It notes.
Starting an MP3 (software) player or
playing video games.
Debugging a printer or copy machine.
Informant is the medium: walking,
snacking, bathroom breaks, etc.

Note. Abbreviations are used in Section 5.2.

We have approximately 235 hr worth of transcribed data. Following procedures
from González and Mark (2004), we hand-coded each activity into a working sphere, a
useful higher level abstraction of tasks/projects in the workplace. We selected subjects
who had a working sphere that needed to be done at least once every month. The
majority of our informants are part of the support or technostructure (Mintzberg,
1980) of Birdland. Our informants had diverse positions: three accounting staff, two
IT staff, two library services staff, one intellectual property staff, one lab administrator,
and one research manager.
The process for collecting data from each informant was as follows:
1. Preinterview: We asked the informant to describe the working spheres (see
Section 3.1) they did routinely (periodically) but were not entirely routine (trivial) to accomplish. Routines our informants did on a monthly basis included
status reports of projects, the closing of company revenues, the gathering and
summarizing of information technology (IT) metrics (e.g., phone or operating
system [OS] usage statistics), and paying off company corporate bills. Examples
of routine working spheres done on a weekly basis included serving on help
desk ‘‘duty’’ for an IT department, processing travel expense reports, and doing
a literature review. In our sample, informants’ tasks were not as routinized as
the ones in project Ernestine (see Section 2.2).
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2. Three Days of Shadowing: We scheduled shadowing to coincide with days
where the informant believed it likely he or she would work on their routine
working spheres (n.b., the three days of observation were not required to be
contiguous). It is important to note that informants were asked to work as they
normally would—indeed, sometimes informants never got around to working
on their self-identified routine working sphere. A stationary video camera in the
informant’s room recorded all work done in the office. Because operating
the camera simultaneously during note taking was found to be difficult, our video
record does not include events when the informant was mobile. The video was
used to clarify events when the observer notes were found to be unclear or have
errors.
3. Postinterviews: At the end of each shadowing day, we administered three
surveys:
(a) Stress: The NASA-TLX (Task Load Index) scale (Hart & Staveland, 1988),
a standard survey used to measure stress as a composite of workload, time
pressure, effort, and frustration.
(b) Job Autonomy: Questions adapted from the Job Diagnostic Survey (Hackman & Oldham, 1974) and its revised version (Idaszak & Drasgow, 1987).
(c) Worker Productivity: Questions adapted from the Health and Work Questionnaire (Halpern, Shikiar, Rentz, & Khan, 2001).
In addition, the observer asked the informant to clarify details about events of
the day that the observer, for whatever reason, was unable to ask during the
shadowing session.
Final composite scores of productivity, autonomy, and workload were calculated
by simply summing up the individual questions. In summary, each day has measures of
stress, productivity, and autonomy. Statistical analyses were carried out in R, a system
for statistical computation and graphics (R Development Core Team, 2011).

3.1. Coding Working Spheres When Shadowing
We use the concept of working spheres (Mark & Poltrock, 2004) to encapsulate
the notion of ‘‘projects’’ in the workplace. A working sphere is a ‘‘whole web of
motives, people, resources, and tools that distinguishes it from other working spheres’’
(González & Mark, 2004, p. 117). Thus, working spheres perhaps better convey the
notion that projects are not simply about office work but a set of interrelated events
that share a common goal, involves communication with a particular set of people,
uses unique resources, and has its own time framework.
Before shadowing commenced, each informant was asked to list out their current
routines in a preinterview. We also asked them to list their current projects regardless
of whether the projects were considered part of routine work. This created an initial
subset of working spheres that the shadower could easily reference and log during
data collection. In other words, if, during a shadowing session, an informant carried
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out activities related to a working sphere already revealed in our preinterview, the
observer would be ready to quickly label that activity as belonging to the relevant
working sphere. Our procedure follows that carried out by researchers (González &
Mark, 2004).
Inevitably, when new working spheres were encountered during shadowing, the
observer would query the informant at an opportune moment, for example, when
walking to a meeting near the new working sphere instance or during interviews
we conducted after each shadowing day ended at the close of business. After each
shadowing session ended, we coded each media interaction (see previous section
for details on what media interactions were recorded) into their respective working
spheres.

3.2. Uncovering Temporal Patterns
One of our goals in this article is to advocate the usage of T-patterns in the
analysis of HCI. In simplistic terms, it answers the following question: Given two
events that happen often enough within some time of each other, can we say that
this occurrence constitutes a statistically significant pattern? For example, suppose
we observe Alice calling the phone and picking up a pad of paper within 15 s, and
we see Alice do this 10 times in a day. Can we say with some confidence that this
‘‘pattern’’ of media interactions is significant and not random? T-patterns provide a
way to address this question.
We now give a brief primer on T-pattern detection (Magnusson, 2000). T-patterns
are recurrent events that occur within a similar temporal configuration, or critical
interval (CI). The T-pattern detection algorithm uses a CI test to ascertain whether
certain temporal distances between all occurrences of two events are more likely to
be random. The CI test is based on the null hypothesis that two events A and B are
independently and purely randomly (Poisson) distributed over the observation period.
The test is applied on all observed temporal distances between the two events A and
B and their frequencies, identifying the distances that are supposedly not random
according to a specified p value. Beginning first by isolating all pairs of events that are
not random (the significant base patterns), the T-pattern algorithm then successively
constructs larger patterns by combining events and the significant base patterns. In
brief, T-pattern detection identifies highly significant, hierarchically arranged T-patterns that are
composed of statistically related events that repeatedly appear in the same, relatively invariant,
temporal configuration. In this article, when we refer to T-patterns, we refer only to
those patterns that are statistically significant. The point of T-pattern analysis here is
to find media interaction patterns that can be properly called as part of a person’s
routine.
T-patterns have proven useful in examining the affect of behavioral patterns in
fields with rigorous statistical standards. In a psychiatry study using T-patterns to
discover the temporal patterns of self-injurious behavior correlated with stress hormone, Kemp et al. (2002) reported that ‘‘these methods merit further application to
investigate the temporal contingencies which may reveal causal relations’’ (p. 187).
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Examining the temporal relations between peak levels of hormones (testosterone and
progesterone) and sexual behavior among healthy male participants, Hirschenhauser
and Frigerio (2005) suggested that T-patterns should be regarded as an important
emerging tool in the field of behavioral endocrinology. Using their ambient intelligence
testbed, Tavenard, Salah, and Pauwels (2008) reported the T-pattern algorithm to be
the best approach among the methods that try to discover reusable and interpretable
patterns in temporal event data from ambient intelligence testbed sensors. In addition,
Magnusson and his colleagues have applied the T-pattern algorithm successfully to
a wide variety of behavioral observations, such as children interactions (Magnusson,
1996), soccer play (Borrie, Jonsson, & Magnusson, 2002), and human–dog interaction
(Kerepesi et al., 2005).
T-patterns provide significant advantages over traditional sequence analyses
(Bakeman & Gottman, 1997) by incorporating time. Although traditional sequential
pattern mining techniques (Pei et al., 2001; Srikant & Agrawal, 1996) uncover frequently occurring ordered events or subsequences as patterns, these methods ignore
the temporal interval information that patterns can contain. Instead, the focus is
on detecting a frequent sequence of events that are characterized by their support
and confidence values. Because time delays are not modeled, the temporal structure
of the pattern is essentially discarded. A similar argument is true when comparing
T-patterns representing routine work to routines as grammars of action (Pentland
& Rueter, 1994). The drawn analogy between behavioral and grammatical entities
neglects the temporal structure of the routine and instead emphasizes the sequence
of actions and its variations. T-patterns incorporate the sequential structure but also
contains the temporal structure and duration information for included actions, thus
providing a richer means of analysis.
Alternatively, Markov models (Rabiner, 1989) are well known for their application in temporal pattern mining and recognition. However, these models generally
do not address time either—the first order Markovian assumption does not hold
since patterns are constructed as long (n > 2) sequences. Moreover, Markov models
have problems handling patterns that have very long time intervals. Temporal logic
approaches such as Allen’s (1983) temporal logic have been used to describe temporal
relationships between events. Algorithms for mining these relationships have been
proposed (Hoppner, 2001) recently. Although temporal logic is suitable for describing
relationships like event A happened before event B, or event C happened during
event D, temporal logic fails in modeling and quantifying duration information. In
conclusion, most of the approaches outlined here do not provide statistical values
such as significance or probabilities.
Prior work (Brdiczka, Su, & Begole, 2010) by our group has utilized T-patterns in
creating temporal task footprints in the information work domain. Brdiczka et al. (2010)
illustrated that temporal task footprints incorporating T-patterns (i.e., not only the
sequence of media use but the duration of each media use) were effective in automated
task recognition when compared to other standards such as support vector machines.
Although Brdiczka et al. utilized computer logs (the working spheres of which were
determined by shadowing), our work utilizes data (media interactions) collected by
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human shadowing (the working spheres of which were also determined by shadowing).
The log data provides an extremely precise diary of the user’s application usage;
however, it lacks the important activities a user conducts away from the keyboard.
This includes interactions (e.g., face-to-face or telephone), movement (walking outside
the office), usage of secondary computers (those that we could not instrument ahead
of time) or mobile devices, and handling of hardware (e.g., printers) or nondigital
artifacts (e.g., paper). In contrast to the study by Brdiczka et al. (2010), this article
represents an exhaustive analysis into what T-patterns actually represent in the real
world (via working spheres and the video record) as well as their relationship to the
mental state of information workers.

4. OPERATIONALIZING ROUTINES: FACETS
OF ROUTINENESS
How routine were your working spheres today? To meaningfully answer this
question, we must find a way to operationalize a working sphere’s ‘‘degree’’ of
routineness. We will show that, intuitively, T-pattern analysis provides the tools
to automatically find something close to the canonical definition of routines as
the ‘‘repetition, a recognizable pattern of action, multiple participants, and interdependent actions’’ (Feldman & Pentland, 2003, p. 103) in a working sphere. In the
next two subsections, we detail the process by which we can describe a working
sphere’s routineness. First, we apply T-pattern analysis to the working spheres in our
dataset, and second, these T-patterns are utilized to quantitatively describe facets of
routineness.

4.1. Media Interaction T-Patterns From Working Spheres
The top of Figure 2 illustrates John’s hypothetical workday as being composed
of various working spheres. Let us suppose one of John’s working spheres is a
routine task that comprises work done to complete a monthly status report. Inevitably,
working spheres are fragmented—that is, John does not always work on one working
sphere to completion and then move on to the next working sphere. Instead, he may
do parts of a working sphere from one hour to another and then move on to doing
activities related to another working sphere.
Step (1) of Figure 2 depicts the decomposition of each working sphere. That
is, the activities that John does on a particular working sphere are his interactions
with media (see Figure 1). From 8:00:00AM to 8:00:45AM, John used his e-mail and
browser. These media interactions were labeled by the observer as belonging to the
‘‘Monthly Status Report’’ working sphere. After working on his monthly status report,
John installed a new printer and then resumed working on his report from 9:30:14AM
by starting the PowerPoint application.
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FIGURE 2. T-pattern of Email then F2F within 20 to 53 s found in the Monthly Status Report
working sphere. (Color figure available online.)

As Step (2) of Figure 2 shows, working spheres that are fragmented in a particular
day are analyzed by concatenating them together. It should be noted that T-patterns
will not in general form between media interactions that are separated by a lengthy
period (as the chances of that period being relatively constant are low). Because we
wish to find the temporal patterns of working spheres, we concatenate the working
spheres to ensure that we have enough instances of media activity to analyze for Tpatterns. This is based on the supposition that the same working sphere of a particular
day, even if interrupted by other working spheres in the course of that day, will contain
similar media patterns indicative of some degree of routineness.
We also elected to consider working spheres occurring on different days as
separate instances. Though John may have worked on his monthly reports on Day 1
and Day 2 of observations, they are considered different working spheres. In other
words, Day 1 and Day 2 of observations are separated by a month, and the working
spheres are different instantiations of this monthly report task.
In sum, for each day’s working spheres, we have all the media interactions. The
result of piping these activities into our implementation of the T-pattern algorithm are
patterns of media interactions within a working sphere that were deemed statistically
significant.
More generally, each T-pattern has several measures associated with it:
1. d1t, d2t such that d2t  d1t  0: It’s minimal and maximal temporal length.
2. nsigt : The number of instances of pattern t.
3. ntotalt : The total number of patterns (significant and non-significant) with the
same events.
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Looking at Step (3) of Figure 2, we see that the T-pattern analysis has revealed that
the use of Email followed by F2F within 20 to 53 s (d1 , d2 ) was a detected T-pattern
in the ‘‘Monthly Status Report’’ working sphere. We denote its media pattern by
[Email ! F2F]. Three significant instances (nsig ) were found; the dotted lines on
the bottom of Figure 2 indicates three nonsignificant temporal patterns with the
same media pattern ([Email ! F2F]) were also found but not deemed significant.
Thus, the total number of patterns with the same media interactions was 6 (ntotal ).
For simplicity’s sake, this example is only showing one T-pattern that was found by
the T-pattern analysis (others may have been detected) of the one working sphere,
‘‘Monthly Status Report.’’

4.2. T-Pattern Implementation Details
Our implementation of the T-pattern detection algorithm is based on the description by Magnusson (2000). We used the following parameters (cf. Kemp et al.,
2008 for others) for the T-pattern detection algorithm we implemented in Java:
1. Min Occurrence D 2 specifies that a pattern must occur at least twice to be included
in the results.
2. Significance Level D .05 specifies the probability that a given pattern would occur in
a random (Poisson) distribution. In other words, we have the null hypothesis that
events A and B are independently and randomly distributed. If the probability
of the events’ co-occurrence is below .05, we can reject the null hypothesis and
accept events A and B as a T-pattern.
3. Max Pattern Length D 4 sets the maximum number of events that a pattern can be
composed of to reduce algorithm runtime and ensure reasonably interpretable
pattern sizes.
Although Tavenard et al. (2008) presented a modification of the T-patterns algorithm,
it is little used compared to the canonical one. Magnusson’s (2000) algorithm has been
applied to many domains and remains the standard. Thus, we have elected not to
utilize Tavenard et al.’s extension.
Although significant T-patterns of length D 2 are isolated by applying the CI
test on pairs of events (see Section 3.2), longer T-patterns (length > 2) are found by
reapplying the CI test on the initial set of events plus the isolated significant T-patterns
of length D 2. The significant T-patterns [Email ! F2F ! Word] would, for example,
be generated by successfully running the CI test on the afore isolated significant Tpattern [Email ! F2F] and the initial event [Word]. Minimal and maximal temporal
length, d1t and d2t of the newly generated longer T-pattern are calculated by taking into
account the temporal lengths of the foremost isolated T-patterns and the significance
results of the CI test. By running the CI test successively on growing event sets that
include afore isolated T-patterns, significant T-patterns of any length can be detected.
We set the max length D 4 because we found it difficult to interpret T-patterns
of media interactions in their proper context (see Section 5.2) once their length gets
any larger than 4.
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From the output of T-pattern analysis described in Section 4.1, we can derive
the following routineness metrics to characterize the routineness of working spheres
in a day. T represents the T-patterns comprising a working sphere on a particular day.
These five dimensions characterize the instantiation of ostensive subsequences. In the
next section, we examine the extent to which these are interleaved with nonroutine
actions in the course of work in a working sphere. The differences of that mix provide
a measure of ‘‘routineness’’ in the performances. These five statistics cover the main
categories of variation in the use of routines during the conduct of a working sphere.
1. Number of patterns, NT : number of classes (types) of T-patterns per working
sphere. This measures the variety of media patterns utilized in a working sphere.
How rich is the routine in terms
of distinct repeatable patterns?
P
NT

nsigt

D1
2. Reuse of patterns, XT D tN
: average number of instances (occurrences)
T
each T-pattern appears per working sphere. This measures how often the same
T-patterns are reused in a working sphere. In other words, how much reuse or


repeatable action takes place?
P
nsig

NT
t D1

t

ntotalt

3. Proportion of patterns in conducting work, RatioT D
: ratio of
NT
significant instances of the T-patterns to the total number of instances of
patterns with the same media pattern per working sphere. This measures the
proportion to which a working sphere is composed of significant patterns (i.e.,
T-patterns). In other words, how unique is the routine in terms of patterns of
media interaction?
PN
T

(d1t nsigt )

t D1
4. Duration of patterns, DT D P
: mean minimum temporal length (d1 )
NT n
t D1 sigt
of T-patterns instances per working sphere. This measure examines whether the
working sphere consists of T-patterns spread out over short or long intervals
of time in the day. In other words, how complex is the routine in terms of the
temporal distance?
P
NT

5. Variance of duration, Var DT D

(d1t DT )2

:
NT n
1
t D1 sigt

t D1
P

variance of the minimum

temporal length of T-patterns instances per working sphere. This measure
examines how variable the time between events in T-patterns are for the working
sphere. In other words, what is the variability of the routine in terms of temporal
variance?
All working spheres in our data are thus characterized in terms of routineness through these
five facets.
Figure 3 illustrates how the routineness of a working sphere is calculated. We
have depicted the T-patterns found in the working sphere pictorially via images of
media. In this example, there are two patterns with the same media interactions but
with different d1t and d2t found; only one of them was determined to be statistically
significant and can be called a T-pattern. The five facets of routineness described
above are calculated for this example on the right-hand side of Figure 3.
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FIGURE 3. A toy example of calculating the routineness of a working sphere from T-patterns.
(Color figure available online.)

5. ANALYSIS
In the previous section, we operationalized routineness as a set of metrics derived
from T-pattern analysis of the media interactions inside a working sphere. We use the
term T-pattern to describe the statistically significant patterns of media interaction we
found in working spheres. We now turn to our analysis to unpack what it means to
have routineness. Next we outline the presentation of our quantitative and qualitative
analysis of routineness:
1. What is the distribution of T-patterns in working spheres for our informants? We describe
the descriptive statistics of our data set—summaries of the routineness metrics per working sphere per day, the distribution of T-patterns in a working
sphere per day, and the workplace instruments scores per day.
2. What kinds of working spheres do people work with, in terms of routineness? We qualitatively and quantitatively examine what kinds of routineness exist for working
spheres based on the routineness metrics we defined in Section 4. This is done
by running cluster analysis on the routineness metrics for each working sphere.
Based on the groupings, we then drill down into the video record and shadowing
notes to explain what these facets of routineness actually represent in terms of
human motivation.
3. What is the psychological relation of information workers with routineness? We examine
the relation between routineness and the mental state of our informants by
regressing on mental state with routineness metrics. This allows us to surmise
what and to what degree our facets of routineness for a working sphere are
correlated with mental state.
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5.1. Descriptive Statistics
In Figure 4 the distributions of NT (M D 9.00, SD D 7.43, Mdn D 7.00), XT
(M D 4.30, SD D 2.48, Mdn D 3.29), RatioT (M D 0.81,
p SD D 0.09, Mdn D 0.83),
DT (M D 61.32, SD D 33.64, Mdn D 51.15), and Var Dt (M D 142.60, SD D
186.9, Mdn D 77.64) are drawn in beanplots (a boxplot alternative that shows the
distribution’s shape). The long solid and dotted lines illustrate the mean and median,
respectively, and the smaller lines indicate individual measures for a day (29 points
in all). For example, one of the smaller lines in the plot for XT is calculated by first
FIGURE 4. Beanplots of routineness measuresaveraged over all working sphere per day. (Color
figure available online.)
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FIGURE 5. Workplace instrument summaries per day for
informants at Birdland.

M (SD)
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Mdn
Theoretical range

Workload

Autonomy

Productivity

52.97
(16.00)
50.00
[12, 120]

46.79
(9.65)
48.00
[6, 60]

43.45
(6.80)
43.00
[6, 60]

gathering the averages of the number of instances of each T-pattern class in each
working sphere for a given day and then averaging those resulting ‘‘averages’’ across
the working sphere for that day. The number of working sphere per day has M D
24.25, SD D 4.26, Mdn D 24.75; the duration of each working sphere has M D 0:17:45,
SD D 0:35:03, Mdn D 0:03:07.
On average, each working sphere per day has approximately nine classes of Tpatterns (NT ) and 39 instances of T-patterns; 81% of its media patterns were identified
as significant. The RatioT give some evidence of bimodality (see Section 5.2 for a
detailed look into this). In addition, each working sphere on average has T-patterns
composed of events separated by at least 1 min 1 s; such T-patterns may vary ˙2
min 22 s across days. Though not graphed, the d2 version of DT ’s (M D 97.66, SD D
33.88, Mdn D 92.97) stats reveal that, at most, the distance typically only extends to
1 min 37 s. We surmise that T-patterns encapsulate what a working sphere/task/project is in
terms of time: the utilization of a relatively small arsenal of temporal patterns, reused repetitively,
each consisting of media activity separated by less than 2 min.
Figure 5 lists the summary statistics for workplace instruments averaged over
days. Workload is one’s mental, physical, temporal, effort, and frustration demands
coupled with success in accomplishing tasks in a day, perceived productivity is one’s
efficiency plus the quality and quantity of work done in a day, and autonomy is the
extent one had control and freedom in making judgments.

5.2. Unpacking Routineness in Working Spheres
What kinds of routineness characterize working spheres? To answer this, we
examine what groupings of working spheres exist in terms of their routineness. In
particular, we are interested in interpreting what routineness (Section 4.2), generated
automatically from the T-patterns from our shadowing data, are in their natural
context. This exploratory research allows us to triangulate data from our qualitative
observations with our routineness metrics.
In total, 136 working spheres were observed. To assist us in our exploratory
qualitative analysis, we performed cluster analysis on our routineness metrics. We
used the results of spectral cluster analysis (Ng, Jordan, & Weiss, 2002), which has
advantages over traditional clustering methods such as k-means in that it is not limited
to clustering data points falling into a convex set. We used the specc function from the
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kernlab (Karatzoglou, Smola, Hornik, & Zeileis, 2004) package with the radial basis
kernel function (Gaussian).
Determining the number of clusters is a difficult and subjective problem, but
one method is to visually inspect a plot of a cluster index (i.e., a metric to measure the
quality of the clustering) over a range of k clusters. Figure 6 is a screeplot with
the sorted eigenvalues of the affinity matrix with spectral clustering (cf. ZelnikManor & Perona, 2005, for details of this approach). Based on the screeplot, it is not
obvious where the ‘‘elbow-point’’ (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990) is but one possible
interpretation is an eigengap (e.g., discernible drop in magnitude; see von Luxburg,
2007) between eigenvalue 4 and 5. Moreover, spectral clustering gave ‘‘uninteresting’’
clusters when k > 4; for example, clusters with only one member were generated.
Thus, we choose 4 as k.
Figure 7 visualizes the final clustering assignments for each working sphere.
Because each working sphere is represented by five facets of routineness, we apply

FIGURE 6. Screeplot of the eigenvalues of the affinity matrix across varying k with spectral
clustering.
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FIGURE 7. Two different visualizations of working spheres categorized into 4 clusters by
spectral clustering. (Color figure available online.)
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FIGURE 8. Summary statistics for each cluster.
Cluster
1
2
3
4
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All

NT

XT

RatioT

DT

24.80
(18.82)
3.04
(3.16)
9.80
(8.59)
7.88
(6.46)
7.82
(10.15)

11.85
(5.02)
2.30
(0.45)
2.99
(0.61)
3.70
(1.48)
4.00
(3.43)

0.70
(0.08)
0.96
(0.06)
0.75
(0.15)
0.69
(0.15)
0.80
(0.17)

33.91
(27.71)
49.87
(43.35)
281.71
(91.09)
53.82
(37.72)
58.40
(60.55)

p

Var DT

Size

162.94
(263.19)
47.50
(77.42)
520.11
(492.27)
91.02
(120.35)
132.10
(264.00)

15
56
5
60
136

Note. Values are mean (standard deviation).

dimension reduction to plot the clusters. The top plot uses the first two canonical
variates (65%, and 24% of the between-class variance) from canonical correlation
analysis, whereas the bottom plot uses the first two principal components (37% and
31% of the total variance in the data) from principal components analysis. We wish
to stress that our intent here is to use clustering as an exploratory tool (Webb, 2002,
p. 403), not as a way to derive a statistically definitive solution or prediction model
for data mining working spheres.
Figure 8 lists the descriptive statistics for each cluster. ‘‘Size’’ indicates the
number of working spheres labeled into the cluster. The remaining rows are a summary
of all the working spheres’ routineness metrics. With the clusterings as an exploratory
guide, we can now examine an example working sphere from each cluster. The last
row is a summary of all the working spheres’ routineness measures. For each cluster,
we choose an exemplar working sphere that lies close to the centroid of the cluster.
The following subsections are titled with the key characteristics of the cluster. In
addition, we state the exemplar working sphere’s label and its routineness metrics.
Drawing from our video data, screenshots, and raw notes, we unpack some of the
T-patterns detected in the working sphere. Please refer to Figure 1 for the media
abbreviations we used in the T-pattern listings. Recall that the T-pattern analysis
is limited to patterns of length four and proceeds in a breadth-first search matter,
building upon patterns found previously.
Cluster 1: High Numbers of Media T-Patterns Classes and Instances of
Each. High Variability in Temporal Distance
Cluster characteristics. Cluster 1 is characterized by a large number of media
T-pattern classes ( 25) and multiple reuses ( 12) of each class. In addition,
the variability of the temporal distance between media elements is relatively large
( 3 min).
Exemplar working
p sphere. [Updating IT Metrics: NT D 26, XT D 6.62, RatioT D
0.75, DT D 19.23, Var DT D 49.37] . This working sphere is carried out on a
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monthly basis by Robert, the head of IT at Birdland. To make informed decisions on
future IT purchases or infrastructure balancing, Robert updates a spreadsheet with
IT metrics gathered from a variety of sources. For example, he calculates available
storage space from the OS and goes to telephone records on the telecommunication
company’s website to get usage statistics of incoming/outcoming calls at Birdland.
T-pattern analysis revealed extremely routinized media patterns used to calculate
metrics from each of the different sources Robert seeks. We now list and unpack
each of the T-pattern classes detected in Robert’s working sphere:
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(1)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

[Browser ! SS ! Browser](d1 D 8 sec, d2 D 46 sec)
[Browser ! SS ! Browser](d1 D 4 sec, d2 D 30 sec)
[SS ! Browser](d1 D 4 sec, d2 D 16 sec)
[Browser ! Browser ! SS](d1 D 8 sec, d2 D 45 sec)
[Browser ! SS](d1 D 4 sec, d2 D 30 sec)
[SS ! Browser ! Browser](d1 D 14 sec, d2 D 59 sec)
[Browser ! SS ! SS ! Browser](d1 D 12 sec, d2 D 68 sec)
[SS ! Browser ! Browser ! SS](d1 D 14 sec, d2 D 33 sec)

As mentioned earlier, data are collated into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
(SS ). One source of metrics is accessed via internal and external websites
(Browser). One website reports statistics on the Windows file space. Robert also
consults an external website, the services of which Birdland enlists, to analyze
and report any needed security updates for the servers: This security ‘‘level’’ is
added as part of the metrics.
(2)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

[Email ! Email ! SS](d1 D 7 sec, d2 D 48 sec)
[SS ! Email ! Email ! SS](d1 D 31 sec, d2 D 98 sec)
[SS ! Email ! Email](d1 D 17 sec, d2 D 84 sec)
[Email ! SS ! Email](d1 D 10 sec, d2 D 15 sec)
[Email ! SS](d1 D 5 sec, d2 D 45 sec)
[Email ! SS ! Email ! Browser](d1 D 427 sec, d2 D 437 sec)
[SS ! Email ! SS](d1 D 17 sec, d2 D 161 sec)
[Email ! SS ! Email](d1 D 18 sec, d2 D 83 sec)
[Email ! SS ! Browser](d1 D 49 sec, d2 D 60 sec)
[SS ! Email](d1 D 6 sec, d2 D 61 sec)

These T-patterns involve e-mail. Again, this is another source from which
the data come. Robert goes to a folder where automatically generated e-mail
reports come in (presumably from a server script): They list numbers such
as total mailbox size and server snapshot sizes. In one instance, an e-mail
arrives from one of Robert’s subordinates regarding an earlier problem with
one of the internal web pages that reports what OS people are using inside
Birdland. This e-mail lets Robert know that the problem has been fixed, so
he continues with the working sphere by going to the web page and editing
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the spreadsheet. These patterns have a relatively variable temporal distance;
although Robert knows what folder the e-mails are located in, he actually uses
Microsoft Outlook to search and browse within the folder to find the correct
e-mails that have the metrics in a specific time period. The larger number of
T-patterns in this and the previous group reflect that all these sequences are
very significant and interdependent.
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(3)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

[App ! SS ! App](d1 D 3 sec, d2 D 37 sec)
[SS ! App ! App ! SS](d1 D 19 sec, d2 D 59 sec)
[App ! SS](d1 D 3 sec, d2 D 37 sec)
[SS ! Browser ! App](d1 D 13 sec, d2 D 20 sec)

Robert also navigates to Birdland’s telecommunications provider’s web page
(Browser) for telephone statistics. These data are provided in PDF form. He
views the PDFs in Adobe Acrobat Reader (App) and pastes the appropriate
data into the spreadsheet. There is also an instance of using the Calculator
software (App) to sum up file sizes reported by an internal web page.
(4)
(a) [OS ! SS ! OS](d1 D 169 sec, d2 D 181 sec)
(b) [OS ! SS ! SS](d1 D 77 sec, d2 D 115 sec)
(c) [OS ! Browser](d1 D 9 sec, d2 D 18 sec)
Robert also uses Windows Explorer’s (OS ) functionality to determine server
hard disk space. He also does some metawork such as rearranging (OS ) the
windows to allow him to better work on the working sphere and relogging
(OS ) into his laptop.
(5)
(a) [WP ! SS](d1 D 51 sec, d2 D 75 sec)
This T-pattern is an interesting case of using Microsoft Word (WP) as a text file
formatter. Robert knows that the data copied from one source uses multiple
space characters as a delimiter between elements. So, he copies and pastes the
text into Word, replaces all spaces by one space, and then replaces all spaces
by tabs. This allows Robert to paste the data, properly formatted, into the table
of his Excel ‘‘helper’’ spreadsheet (see Figure 9), which even further formats
the data by converting units.
Work on this working sphere was spread out throughout the entire day. Robert
utilizes a large array of T-patterns, each instance of which can vary in temporal
distances. Thus, unlike Cluster 2, the T-patterns here account for much of events of
the working sphere, rather than just the transitional phases. It is not dominated by a
single sort of pattern but rather involves utilizing multiple routine tasks for each metric
type, formatting it, and arranging it into a single spreadsheet. There are some specific
strategies that Robert uses to ensure that he can recall his patterns: (a) He leaves
direct links (see Figure 10) to the server shares on the Excel spreadsheet itself; (b) his
e-mail folders serve as a site for work; and (c) he has created ‘‘helper’’ spreadsheets
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FIGURE 9. Robert carrying out a T-pattern of pasting storage metrics from a website to a
‘‘helper’’ spreadsheet. Note the explicit instructions he’s written to remind himself (in the red
rectangle). (Color figure available online.)
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FIGURE 10. The storage portion of the final metrics stats (others include staff). Note that
the stats from previous months are easily viewable so that Robert can quickly predict which
resources might need addressing. Links to websites and network shares in the spreadsheet
facilitate T-pattern execution. (Color figure available online.)

(and a ‘‘helper’’ Word pattern to remove spaces) that, although not part of the final
product, allow him to quickly format the data ‘‘programming’’ by spreadsheet.
Cluster 2: High Proportion of Media T-Patterns Are Significant. Low
Numbers of Classes and Instances of T-Patterns
Cluster Characteristics. Cluster 2 contains working spheres with a high proportion of media patterns that are significant. On average, each working sphere has 96%
of its media patterns being significant. In other words, most media events are part of
a real temporal pattern of media usage. On the other hand, the number of T-pattern
classes ( 3) and instances of each type is low ( 2).
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Exemplar
p working sphere. [Check Payments: NT D 12, XT D 2.25, RatioT D 0.94,
DT D 45.59, Var DT D 39.40]. In this exemplar, we have a working sphere carried
out by Juno, who works in accounting. Carried out each week, Juno must verify and
issue checks for Birdland’s invoice payments. This involves matching invoices with
their check and verifying (by looking for a signature) that the employee at Birdland
has in fact received the product/service. She stuffs the original check in an envelope
and staples the invoice and check together for backup. Purchases greater than $5,000
need to be authorized by her supervisor. The T-patterns in this working sphere are:
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(1)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

[Self ! Hardware](d1 D 18 sec, d2 D 23 sec)
[Self ! Hardware ! Stationery](d1 D 18 sec, d2 D 23 sec)
[Self ! Hardware ! Self](d1 D 18 sec, d2 D 19 sec)
[Hardware ! Self ! Stationery](d1 D 37 sec, d2 D 39 sec)

These T-patterns reflect the usage of a shared space among the accounting staff.
This shared space is a storage room where financial documents are stored along
with various equipment. In this working sphere, T-pattern (a) represents when
Juno:
 Walks (Self ) to the storage area to use the automatic stapler (Hardware) for a
particularly large pile of invoices and checks.
 Walks to the storage area to make a Xerox copy (Hardware) of a signature an
employee signed on the wrong form (remittance instead of invoice).
 Walks to the storage area to use the hole puncher (Hardware) for the final
stack of payment backups.
T-pattern (b) and (c) represent media events following T-pattern (a). T-pattern
(b) occurs when Juno continues processing the Stationery related to the working
sphere: checks, invoices, and binders. T-pattern (c) occurs when Juno walks
(Self ) back to her office from the storage area. T-pattern (d), on the other hand,
demonstrates that there is a temporal sequence starting with hardware followed
by walking back and processing papers.
(2)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

[OS ! Browser](d1 D 39 sec, d2 D 44 sec)
[Browser ! SS ! SS](d1 D 15 sec, d2 D 73 sec)
[OS ! Browser ! SS](d1 D 58 sec, d2 D 108 sec)
[Browser ! Stationery](d1 D 10 sec, d2 D 16 sec)

These T-patterns represent utilization of online web applications to authorize
Birdland’s bank to pay the checks. T-pattern (a) and (c) shows Juno using
Windows Explorer (OS ) to browse to the location where she stores her
spreadsheet templates (SS ) for this particular working sphere. Her actions are
quick—after double-clicking the spreadsheets, she immediately starts the web
application process (Browser), knowing that the spreadsheet will open in the
background. She knows where to go folder-wise, and these templates allow
her to quickly conclude the working sphere (when she has finished processing
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all the checks) with the appropriate material. T-pattern (b) is recognized because
Juno uses more than one spreadsheet (SS ) in this phase of the working sphere:
those generated from the web application and those handcrafted from her
templates. Last, T-pattern (d) demonstrates how Juno routinely uses paper
to assist her in the final steps of submitting the authorization data online to
the bank. She refers to a ‘‘cheatsheet’’ to remind her of the procedure for
submitting, and she also writes down the time of submittal on a paper form.
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(3)
(a) [Self ! F2F ! Self ](d1 D 149 sec, d2 D 152 sec)
(b) [F2F ! Self ! Stationery](d1 D 108 sec, d2 D 109 sec)
(c) [F2F ! Self ](d1 D 31 sec, d2 D 94 sec)
These T-patterns surround face-to-face conversations in the working sphere.
Juno walks (Self ) to shipping and receiving to mail the checks out for payment.
She speaks (F2F) with the staff in the shipping department and also speaks
(F2F) with human resources to drop off checks for travel reimbursements. As
before, the T-patterns analysis determines a statistically significant pattern for
Juno walking back to the office and continuing her paper processing for the
working sphere after her face to face talks.
(4)
(a) [Stationery ! App](d1 D 23 sec, d2 D 29 sec)
Here, Juno runs Birdland’s internal accounting software (App) to look up
payment information.
As demonstrated, this working sphere was unproblematic and nearly all patterns
with identical patterns to the T-pattern’s media pattern were statistically significant.
Of interest, although the bulk of the working sphere consisted simply of looking
at invoices and checks, this was not recognized as a T-pattern (which would have
been [Stationery ! Stationery]). Rather, the patterns in this particular case reflected
the transitional phases of the working sphere: moving to the storage area, mailing
out the checks, and submitting the payments online to the bank. In addition, the
low temporal distance between events in this working sphere reflect the relatively
unperturbed nature of the working sphere; it was carried out largely sequentially with
minimal switching to another working sphere (i.e., interruptions).
Cluster 3: High Temporal Distance and Variability in T-Patterns
Cluster Characteristics. Working spheres in this cluster are distinguished by
high DT ( 5 min) and Var DT ( 9 min). In other words, the T-patterns have media
events happening after some time of each other, and this period itself is variable. A
large distance suggests that the T-patterns themselves are lengthy or composed of
many media events.
Exemplar working sphere.
[Report to Funding Agency: NT D 8, XT D 2.75,
p
RatioT D 0.79, DT D 187.9, Var DT D 23.03]. Ada works as a research manager in
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Birdland. Every month, she must assemble and submit a status report to her funding
agency regarding a large-scale project her lab is conducting. Figure 11 illustrates Ada’s
execution of many of these T-patterns.
(1)
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(a) [OS ! WP ! WP ! Phone](d1 D 1825 sec, d2 D 1835 sec)
As manager of a lab, Ada must gently coax her subordinates to submit their
own status reports to her. Ada uses the Phone to ask her coworker John for
clarifications on his report. The left-hand monitor shows the working draft
of the final status report (WP); each section of the report is constructed by
cutting, pasting, and editing other people’s reports (WP). The OS event is
simply the use of Windows Explorer to open up documents. This T-pattern
has a large temporal distance due to usage of a communicative medium, the
phone.
FIGURE 11. The top video capture shows Ada asking John via the phone to clarify some
numeric units of his report. The bottom capture shows Ada finding the figure (inside the red
rectangle) from John’s report to be askew, so she is now editing it in PowerPoint. (Color figure
available online.)
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(2)
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

[Email ! WP ! Email](d1 D 24 sec, d2 D 25 sec)
[PP ! WP](D1 D 4 sec, d2 D 22 sec)
[WP ! PP ! PP](d1 D 83 sec, d2 D 267 sec)
[SS ! WP](d1 D 34 sec, d2 D 38 sec)
[App ! WP](d1 D 3 sec, d2 D 55 sec)
[Email ! WP](d1 D 7 sec, d2 D 18 sec)

Most of the reports arrive via Email. Ada opens up the word document
attachments (WP). When she cuts and pastes figures from these reports, Ada
has found in her experience that the figures always need some preadjustment
before pasting, so she uses PowerPoint (PP) as an intermediary working area
to modify graphics that will end up in the final report to the funding agency.
Unlike the ‘‘helper’’ spreadsheet in Cluster 1’s exemplar working sphere, usage
of the PowerPoint ‘‘helper’’ here is more variable (T-pattern (c)) because Ada
must edit each image from each of her subordinates’ reports in a nuanced way
to achieve her presentation goals (to the funding agency).
This working sphere exhibits temporal distance of large magnitude and variability. This exemplar shows the effect of temporal patterns that depend on human input.
Ada cannot proceed with her final report without consulting each of her subordinates
to both remind them to send their reports and to ask questions about the reports. In
addition, the editing of figures in PowerPoint is not entirely routine.
Cluster 4: Average Routineness
Cluster Characteristics. The working spheres in this cluster lie in the middle of
the spectrum (refer to the last row of Figure 8 for comparison). However, the ratio
of media patterns that are significant is less (0.69 vs. 0.80) and the variability of d1 is
less (1 min 31 s vs. 2 min 12 s).
Exemplar working sphere.
p [Expired Wireless Certificate: TN D 19, XT D 3.63,
RatioT D 0.80, DT D 64.19, Var DT D 92.13]. In this exemplar working sphere,
we have a cluster executed by Betty, an administrative assistant of a department in
Birdland. She does much of the housekeeping for the department: inventory, office
space, travel reimbursements, and so on. In this particular working sphere, Betty is
contacted from IT regarding computers that have expired wireless certificates.
(1)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

[Email ! Browser ! SS ! Email](d1 D 291 sec, d2 D 292 sec)
[Email ! SS ! SS ! Email](d1 D 291 sec, d2 D 292 sec)
[Email ! SS ! Browser](d1 D 39 sec, d2 D 51 sec)
[SS ! Email](d1 D 14 sec, d2 D 28 sec)

Betty needs to check if some of the machines are truly defunct; some of
the machines she knows off the ‘‘top of my head’’ that they are obsolete.
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Unlike the previous working sphere where each data source was fetched via
a small number of media events, Betty must use lengthy T-patterns to find a
machine’s status. These T-patterns reflect switching between the e-mail from
IT and a spreadsheet (SS ) Betty maintains that contains an inventory of all
the machines used by her department. She also checks IT’s internal machine
inventory website (Browser) because she is concerned as to why IT is asking her
about some machines that (to her) have been defunct for a while. Indeed, if a
PC is decommissioned it must be removed from the accounting books for tax
purposes. Figure 12 shows one example of a T-pattern being executed.

FIGURE 12. On the right-hand monitor, Betty has the IT Email which initiated the working
sphere regarding expired certificates for computers she keeps inventory on. Betty is now
examining each computer in the email to see whether it belongs to her group, and if so, what its
current status is. She uses the left-hand monitor to search and browse various sources. She looks
up one of the computers called ‘‘Clive,’’ on Birdland’s internal IT website (Browser) remarking,
‘‘Clive : : : [types in computer name] : : : Clive used to be a : : : pool laptop but I know I gave Clive to
someone.’’ She switches to the spreadsheet, ‘‘It’s amazing how you remember stuff <laughs>. The
things you remember.’’ The spreadsheet (SS ) says it is in storage, so she writes on her paper notes
(Stationery) that she will have to physically look for the computer as apparently she does not
know who currently has the laptop. (Color figure available online.)
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(2)
(a) [Hardware ! Browser ! Stationery](d1 D 121 sec, d2 D 122 sec)
(b) [Email ! SS ! Stationery ! Email](d1 D 282 sec, d2 D 300 sec)
(c) [Email ! Browser ! Stationery ! Email](d1 D 282 sec, d2 D 300 sec)
(d) [Stationery ! SS](d1 D 7 sec, d2 D 23 sec)
(e) [SS ! Browser ! Stationery ! Email](d1 D 231 sec, d2 D 251 sec)
(f) [Browser ! Stationery](d1 D 21 sec, d2 D 31 sec)
(g) [SS ! Stationery ! SS](d1 D 27 sec, d2 D 45 sec)
(h) [SS ! Stationery](d1 D 3 sec, d2 D 60 sec)
(i) [Hardware ! Stationery ! SS](d1 D 72 sec, d2 D 87 sec)
(j) [Stationery ! Browser ! Browser](d1 D 46 sec, d2 D 61 sec)
(k) [SS ! Stationery ! Stationery](d1 D 66 sec, d2 D 75 sec)
(l) [Stationery ! SS ! SS ! Email](d1 D 85 sec, d2 D 181 sec)
(m) [Stationery ! Browser](d1 D 4 sec, d2 D 33 sec)
(n) [Stationery ! SS ! Stationery](d1 D 15 sec, d2 D 134 sec)
These T-patterns reflect the search and use of disposition of assets papers.
These forms are filled out when computers are decommissioned. She opens a
cabinet (Hardware) up and searches through her papers (Stationery) to find the
disposition form for employees’ computers. A great deal of variability occurs
because she searches several places for one particular person’s disposition
form: in the cabinet drawer, above the cabinet, and in her shelves. Betty thinks
she knows where the form is but is mistaken and has to thusly search several
possible locations. Betty also uses paper (Stationery) to write down computers
she will need to hunt for manually in the storage room (Stationery).
The T-patterns of this working sphere reflect on Betty’s expertise on where to
get information from various sources: inventory spreadsheet, IT website, cabinets,
and so on. Yet it also highlights that the location of data is not always known with
precision. Figure 12 shows that some measure of tacit knowledge, knowledge not
encoded in a database, is necessary to accomplish her working sphere. Moreover,
Betty must search through several data sources (e.g., paper piles) to find a particular
computer’s disposition form due to her incomplete recollection of its location.
Routineness Archetypes of Working Spheres
Through cluster analysis, we have described temporal archetypes of working
spheres that have been graded according to our routineness metrics. Indeed, if
researchers seeks to facilitate users in tasks, one might ask, ‘‘What kinds of tasks
are people seeking to model or adapt to?’’ There are several interesting points to
make for each cluster:


Cluster 1 is close to what people typically perceive routine tasks to be. They may
be the easiest to facilitate. Cluster 1 contains T-patterns that reflect the content
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of the routine working sphere: the repetitious execution of numerous media
patterns to extract data from sources to a target.
Cluster 2 is also close to what people typically perceive routine tasks to be.
However, unlike Cluster 1, Cluster 2 contains T-patterns that are more indicative
of shifting from one phase to another in a working sphere.
Cluster 3 has a great deal of variability partially due to the unpredictable nature
of working spheres that have communication as an integral component. Tpatterns here are indicative of using a variety of communication media patterns
to accomplish work.
Cluster 4 may be the trickiest to assist with information technologies. Although
some T-patterns represent the use of ‘‘routines’’ to accomplish goals, others reflect instead the use of routine patterns to handle exceptions. It reflects here how people
subtly handle incomplete and incorrect knowledge in their heads to accomplish
work effectively. The example given for Cluster 4 is more like an off-the-cuff
working sphere—something unplanned and initiated by a communication and
requiring one to use general well-honed T-patterns. Such T-patterns are probably
not endemic to one particular working sphere (e.g., as opposed to Cluster 1
T-patterns).

As we discussed in our review of ethnomethological approaches (Section 2.1),
the patterns show how people strategically choose what they think is the best media
pattern for the moment. Perhaps in working spheres from Clusters 1 and 2 the choice
is often clear and correct. In Cluster 3, work often reflects more of the improvisatory
choreography described by Whalen, Whalen, and Henderson (2002). In working
spheres from Cluster 4, the choice may less clear, but then the informant moves
on to try the next media pattern to solve his or her problem.

5.3. The Psychology of Routines
Having described what kinds of routineness were observed in our working
spheres, we now discuss the psychological effects of routineness in the workplace.
We do this by looking at the regression of psychometric measures related to the
workplace. We are primarily interested in how the descriptive nature of the regression
equation reveals associations. That is, what is the relationship between temporal routines
and affective state?
To the best of our knowledge, the literature (Section 2.3) on the psychological
impacts of routineness is nearly nonexistent. Although research on routines has
indicated that they are necessary, can lead to productivity, and may stifle creativity
(Ahuja & Carley, 1998), there is little on how the temporal aspects of routines affects
people’s mental states. There has been research examining how interactions are the
source of many interruptions (Czerwinski et al., 2004; González & Mark, 2004; Iqbal
& Horvitz, 2007a, 2007b) leading to a conjecture that one might experience less
routineness when interactions are the norm. Yet the fact remains that there is little
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theoretical basis upon which we may hypothesize what the psychological impacts are.
Therefore, our models here will be one of the first to investigate the relationship
between routineness and mental state.
The best predictors were selected via all-subsets regression using the leaps-andbounds algorithm and Mallows’ Cp criterion to avoid overfitting the model (Berk,
2004) (it does not rely on p values to find an optimal solution). Such algorithms
(e.g., stepwise regression) have been used with success in a number of HCI/CSCW
studies (e.g., Roberts, 1998). Although there exist many other possible variables to
regress upon our psychometric scales, the focus of this article is precisely on routine
work. The Breusch-Pagan test gave no evidence for heteroscedasticity. Q-Q plots
and the D’Agostino-Pearson test showed no signs of non-normality in the residuals.
Variance-inflation factors were all less than five (max D 1.24), providing no indicators
for multicollinearity. Although standardized coefficients (ˇ) have been used to gauge
the proportionate contribution (i.e., importance) of each predictor to R2 , this is fraught
with complications (e.g., when predictors are correlated with each other); instead, we
use LMG (Gromping, 2007) and report the raw coefficients. We emphasize that these
linear models are not meant to be precise predictive tools; however, the R2 values
are well within the range used for models in the HCI literature (e.g., see work by
Dabbish & Kraut, 2006, on e-mail ‘‘overload’’ and Mark, Gudith, & Klocke, 2008, on
the stress/speed of interruptions) that describe social phenomena from observational
data. Figure 13 illustrates the results of our regression analysis. The omnibus test for
all fits had p < .05.

FIGURE 13. Regression on workplace instruments.
Workload
Intercept
NT
XT
RatioT
DT
Var DT
R2

Autonomy

Productivity

61.30***
(5.61)
—

21.69
(13.91)
—

2.74**
(1.07)
42.37%
—

—

30.26**
(12.25)
0.87*
(0.50)
31.84%
—

—
1.71  10
(7.52  10
37.37%
0.30

4**
5)

34.69**
(17.18)
32.13%
—
0.001***
(0.0004)
43.19%
0.34

21.01
(13.94)
27.62%
—
—
0.24

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses. Relative importance (LMG metric) are
in percentages. The routineness metrics were averaged over working spheres
averaged over days.
* Significance at 90%. ** Significance at 95%. *** Significance at 99%.
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Our analysis suggests the following relation between workplace instruments and
routineness:
1. A significant relation in an increase in instances of T-patterns that are reused
per working sphere per day with a decrease in amount of workload perceived.
2. An increase in the proportions of a working sphere that is made up of T-patterns
in a day is significantly related to an increase in autonomy.
3. As the variability in the minimum T-pattern temporal distances increases in
working spheres in a day, perceived workload increases but autonomy decreases.
4. An increase in the number of T-pattern classes utilized per working sphere per
day significantly decreases productivity.
Thus, it seems that the reuse of routine temporal patterns reduces stress but
that variability in the actual distance in events increases stress. In other words,
informants who experienced working sphere consisting of patterns whose temporal
distance fluctuates perceived their day as having a greater workload. However, being
able to reuse the same pattern over and over in a working sphere leads to a seemingly
less stressful day.
Indeed, routines can be productive—informants noted so when days were filled
with working sphere of repeated patterns of media usage. We find it interesting,
however, that routines can reduce productivity if one starts employing a great number
of different media patterns. Thus, just the mere utilization of a wide array of different
media pattern classes, no matter whether or not each class is used a great deal, can
make one’s day seem less productive. Although variety may be the ‘‘spice of life,’’ in
the workplace it may not be so welcome.
Curiously, informants reported that they felt their freedom to control how they
work was increased when the variance of temporal distances decreased in their working
spheres. This might indicate that people who are able to use a variety of media with
relatively stable temporal durations (e.g., productivity software vs. interruptions from
interactions) have more control over how they work.
Finally, the absence of a factor is also interesting. We note that we found no
evidence that the minimum distance of the temporal patterns affected working states.
Variability, certainly, but not the distance itself was significant.
Working Spheres and Mental State
If we refer back to Section 5.2, we can surmise how such psychological effects
from routineness manifest themselves in relation to particular archetypes of working
spheres.


Cluster 1: As our regression model from Section 5.3 notes, working sphere with
high NT and XT are related to less workload and productivity.
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Cluster 2: Our regressions suggest that days consisting of working spheres with
a high ratio of T-patterns have higher autonomy. A low NT and XT are related
to higher workload with higher productivity.
Cluster 3: We found that people reported greater workload when experiencing
such working spheres.
Cluster 4: Because this cluster fell in the ‘‘middle’’ area of our routineness
metrics, it is difficult to draw conclusions on the psychological effects of these
working spheres.

Stresswise (examining the workload component), Cluster 1 seems ‘‘better.’’ Such
clusters contained meaningful events that were repetitious. Cluster 2, which contained
‘‘meta-events’’—routine events that seem to manage the meaningful events of the
cluster—were related to higher workload. Such working spheres also tended to involve
more difficult tasks (possibly tasks that had more importance or payoff compared
to Cluster 1). Cluster 3, dependent on routine communication, was stressful because
interactions themselves are often a key source of complex and subtle work (Su &
Mark, 2008).
Finally, one may wonder whether we can simply ignore working spheres and
analyze routineness solely in terms of T-patterns per day. For example, we may
conjecture that simply how many T-patterns are reused averaged over days (instead
of averaging the XT over working spheres averaged over days) may significantly lead
to reduced stress. However, we analyzed T-patterns found across all mediums in a day—ignoring
working spheres—and found no significant relationship between mental state and routineness.

6. LIMITATIONS
As with any ethnographic account, generalizability is always an issue. We focused
on mostly administrative or support staff who did routine work, so this may bias our
results. However, we believe these people are representative of knowledge work that
contains significant amount of routine tasks. To some extent the patterns generated
by the T-pattern detection algorithm is dependent on the parameters set, in particular
the minimum significance value; we believe the settings are appropriate because 0.05
is a commonly accepted threshold.
In addition, the base activities from which our routineness metrics are formulated
may present a biased picture. It is derived squarely on the media interaction sequences.
One can imagine routineness metrics based on other granularities: the utterances,
physical gestures, or the types of people interacted with by the informant. Work
by Buthpitiya, Zhang, Dey, and Griss (2011), for example, utilizes T-patterns with
location data to detect anomalies in a user’s mobility patterns.
The granularity of our ‘‘routines’’ may also differ from other conceptions of
routines. Our routineness metrics extracted within each working sphere depend on
T-patterns that occur over a scale of minutes. Other analysis may be interested in
media interactions patterns occurring over longer periods. However, the working
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spheres were done on varying periods that might match routines in organizational
literature (e.g., ‘‘hiring’’)—for example, every week or month. This partially mitigates
the problem of scale attached with media interaction data.
We believe that media interactions provide a useful compromise between accuracy and context. On one hand, it is relatively unproblematic to accurately capture and
categorize media usage. On the other hand, our use of working spheres to manually
label the use of media interactions allows us to meaningfully attach context to such
media interactions. Taken together, we argue that our process of combining T-pattern
analysis with working spheres of media interactions captures a large portion of the
work that characterizes today’s information work.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Ancona et al. (2001) advocated using time as a new research lens, instead of
focusing on the three traditional lenses in organizational science (culture, politics, and
strategic design): ‘‘the temporal lens puts time and timing front and center’’ (p. 645).
A temporal lens allows us to examine the pace, cycles, rhythms, flow, temporal
orientation, and symbolic meanings of time. The authors noted that there is a general
dearth of literature focusing on an organization’s temporal characteristics. They noted
that (a) fieldwork often does not allow capture of timed events over a prolonged
period, (b) experimental work is biased toward short-term tasks, and (c) temporal
work is simply difficult to do.
Our article seeks to move toward redressing these limitations. By focusing on
the temporal aspects of routines in a working sphere, we hoped to determine facets of
routineness that go beyond simple discrete characterizations of routines. To achieve
this, we advocated the usage of a statistical technique for analyzing time, T-pattern detection. Routineness is not just about the mere repetition of a sequential pattern of
elements but the temporal distance between such elements that can be crucial. By
carrying out T-pattern analysis on the media interactions of a working sphere, we have
derived five facets of routines, which we characterize as the routineness of the working
sphere. This approach, we believe, addresses both the ostensive and performative
viewpoints of routines that Feldman and Pentlan (2003) advocated: Working spheres
acknowledge that routines can be identified as such, and our routineness metrics
based on T-patterns acknowledge that routines have variability.
To validate our approach, we took a two-pronged mixed-methods approach
combining deep ethnographic investigation with quantitative, statistical analyses. First,
we asked, ‘‘What kinds of working spheres exist in terms of their routineness?’’ (i.e.,
What kind of routines do information workers do?). Assisted by clustering techniques,
we delved into our qualitative data to identify the different temporal facets routine
working spheres exhibit. Second, we asked, ‘‘What is the relationship between our
mental state and the routines we do in a day?’’ We constructed a linear model on
the psychological effects of routineness in a working spheres. Thus by showing that
there are significant effects on mental states between workers who exhibit different
degrees of routineness, we are showing the potential value for using our routineness
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metrics. In addition, to analyze routineness in terms of tasks/projects, we showed
how working spheres were a useful framework. We invite the reader to submit other
applications of our routineness measures based on media interaction.
Our analyses revealed significant relationships between our facets of routineness
and work/psychological profiles of employees. Little work has been done on how
routines affect people mentally, and our work has shown that routines are a nuanced
temporal construct containing different ramifications. We are the first to demonstrate
the psychological impacts of an information worker’s routineness, in terms of media
interaction patterns, in an organization. We found no evidence that the duration
between media interactions in a T-pattern was related to workplace mental state.
Instead, in terms of autonomy, the variability of such durations mattered. This may
lie in the fact that human interactions are often variable in length and a leading
source of work-related stress. In addition, we showed that an increased number of
T-patterns instances is associated with decreased workload, yet an increased number
of T-patterns classes may be detrimental to productivity. As discussed in Section 5.3,
this suggests that although reuse of individual media interaction patterns relieves
job stress, having a large number of such media interaction patterns classes to draw
from may be ineffective. Intuitively, we believe it makes sense that reusing honed
patterns of media is correlated with a reduced workload. As opposed to workload,
productivity deals with the efficiency and quality of activities. One might conjecture
that there is an added complexity for working spheres that require one to deftly pick
from a large repertoire of media interaction patterns to accomplish goals. It may be
nontrivial to decide which pattern to choose, and the patterns themselves may be more
difficult to execute, leading to a decreased perception of productivity. Although the
complexity of a working sphere and the routineness of a working sphere are certainly
related, the former was not the focus of this article. Future work may investigate what
it means for a working sphere to be ‘‘complex’’ in terms of routineness and other
factors. In addition, it would be useful to study further what are the cognitive limits of
media interaction pattern memorization and reuse. Just as Miller’s (1956) publication
examined the limits of short-term memory, future work might ask, ‘‘When does the
size of one’s ‘arsenal’ of media interaction pattern classes start to negatively effect
perceived productivity?’’ and ‘‘When does reuse of media interaction patterns start to
positively effect perceived workload?’’
Our qualitative unpacking identified archetypes of routines that suggest information systems (e.g., adaptive systems) may need to be tailored depending on what
sort of routines one regularly encounters. For example, some routines are routine
in the sense that they are composed of repetitious media patterns to accomplish
goals, whereas other routines contain media patterns that are instinctively utilized for
exception handling. Thus, one must be careful when claiming to talk about ‘‘routines’’
in the workplace and what facet of a routine one is seeking to assist.
A priori analyses of tasks based on less tedious data collection methods such as
logging data may allow us to determine a person’s ‘‘routineness profile,’’ advancing
intelligent system design. The utility of a routineness scale lies in its adaptability
to multiple domains. That is, according to the domain, we envision people using
different cutoff points to delineate between nonroutineness and routineness (if such
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a dichotomy is desired). With this, task-management systems can offer support
via semiautomation of actions, facilitating task recovery, or simply representing the
patterns of one’s work day for reflection and future planning.
Time plays a fundamental role in describing and measuring routineness. Routineness is not just about the mere repetition of a pattern, but it is the temporal
structure, the distance between the elements of a pattern, that is important. Our work
contributes to the multitasking literature by noting that although people do rapidly
switch between working spheres, these patterns are themselves not as significant as
the switching within working spheres. People who do actually have many patterns of
switching between working spheres have stress, but the relative productivity and autonomy is more determined by the patterns within the working sphere. We have shown
that these temporal patterns of media usage in a working sphere do have repercussions
in mental workload state.
In sum, although acknowledging that routines are indeed filled with exceptions,
we hope that the introduction of routineness scales derived from T-pattern detection
will shift HCI research beyond the questions of whether and how to codify complex
human behavior into various descriptive encodings of routines and toward understanding the shades of grey between the ostensive description of a routine and the
situated performances. Analyzing the ‘‘routine-ness’’ of task performances can help us
develop systems that can properly gauge when such procedures are too idiosyncratic
to provide any hope of automated assistance versus procedures that really are worth
calling ‘‘routine’’ and potentially amenable to technological facilitation. ‘‘Routine-ness’’
further helps characterize the added workload of performing ‘‘routine’’ tasks, allowing
a more accurate understanding of the costs of increased multitasking. Finally, the Tpattern metrics that we have derived provide a means of parsing out the link between
various perceptual phenomena of stress and the temporal structures of tasks that are
interleaved across one’s work.
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